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THE PRESS., PRIVACY AND.COMMUNITY MORES

The conflict between the right of privacy and 'freedom of the press is no

*loser to resolution today than tt wanearly a century ago when Samuel Warren

and Louis Brandeis compla.ine, that whed'ihe press allows gossip to attain the

"dignity of printi" it oversteps title "obvious bounds of propriety and of

decency."1 NOt only does it.reMain unresolved, but given a variety of techno-

logical advances in both the gathering of information and its public dissemina-

tion, the conflict today is deci-dedly more pervasive and probably more

unsettling than'it was in 1890. Althdugh the comMom law-of privacy has

redeiVed an unprecedented_ "outpouring. of comment in advocacy of its

existence,"2 the right of privacy continues to suff'er from judicial indif-

ference and legislative inaction.

While most states recognize the comMion law of privacy, only a handful have.

, codified privacy protection in the form of s tutory law.3 Where statutory

protection qxists, however, it ordfnarily tends only to an individual's

publicity riglit's.4 Constquently; in the'absence of any concei.ted effort by

state legislatures to establish a sufficiently broad and uniform privacy

statute, an individual's privacy claims against an intrusive press are

generally based on the traditions of commdn law.

Regrettably, the common law of privacy itself represents a vague and often

confusing understanding of the concept.of privacy, and more often than not it

too fails to aCcommodate an individuaVs interest in preventing the publication

of true but embarrassisng facts. pue presumably to 3udicial timidity and a

reluctance to,impbse qualifications on the Supreme Cou-rt's construction of a

"robust and uninhibited press,"5 the courts have exhibited littla'appreciation

for the moral-and legartension created by an individual's desire to co al

peivate facts and-a journafist's proclivity to disclose them. Indeed,' e

privacy,tort has metamorphosed into somethilig less coherent and less distinct,



than the privacy claim to which Warren, and Brandeis addressed themselves in

their Harvard Law Review essay;-it now coi\cers a 1.7driety of interests wholly

unrelated to. what Warren arid Brandeis de\scribed as the principle of

"inviolate personality." Ironically, the law of privacy is today least effec-
.

tive in its dealings'with the very controverSy that served as the impetus for

the Warren and Brandeis article: journalism's invasion of "the precincts of

private and domestic life."6
It

4

Whereas clarren and Brandeis sought protection for abroad right "to be let

,alone,"7 in 1960 William Prossera reformupted privacy into four separate
/

torts: (i) intrusion upon an individual;s seciusion or solitude,9 (ii)

appropriation 9f an individual's name or likene'ss;1° (iii) public disclosure

ofembarrassing facts,11 and_ (iv) publicity which places an-individual in a

"false light."12 Notwithstanding efforts to recast'privacy as a single tort,

Prosser's typology prevails; as an established legal tradition rooted in an'

analysis of hundreds of cases, Prosser's four privacy categories constitute a

2

convenient definition of the scope of legal- proteqtion for priyacy: "by

redUcing decisions to a small number of principles of liability, lawyers and

13

judges are able to rely on legal tradition Without having to consultall the

cases anew each time 'a privacy claim is made."14

As 'practical as Prosser's typology-may be, however, it contributes little

to a thedry of privacy; for as Gavison reminds us, there "is no guarantee that

the concepts arising from adjudication will be coherent."15 To be sure,

Prosser's approach to privacy is essentially,that of a reductionist. With no

external or extra-legal conceptualization of privacy, actionable privacy claims

tend to be reduced to other interests; and when the only interests taken into

account are those to which privacy is reducible -- when the result is simply

"to put old claims iR new terms" -- pyvacy "is made redundant despite its

Prcrsser's intrsibn tort can be dealt with by trespass orusage.'116 To wit:



nuis ce laws; the approprikion tort\is a matter of proper* rights and can be

thou ht of as a trademark or copyright violation; and the "false ligiit" tqrt

con rns reputation and can be accommbdated under..the lew of defamation.

gnificantly, only the public disclAure tort §tands on its- pwn as a

privacy clain not readily redubible toNother interests: For this reasem it has

been called the "pure". or qcue" priVacy tort,17 a status it retains even if it

. remains the one tort in Prosser's qu4rtet least understood by the judiciary.
# . , a

The public disclosure tort "-J- what 1(alven apOrobriftely calls the "mass-
.

.
,

communi ation tort of privacy" -- is the least understood and the. most

1problem tic of Prosser's four torts in the sense that-it appears to,have'no

legal profile: "we do not knoww what basis.damages ace to be measured, we do''

not know whether the basis of.liability is limited.to intentional invasions.or

includes-also negligent invasions and even striCt liakil1ty. H18 Rather than

explicating the questions'and'issues relevant tq'a prima facie case, the courts
it

have chosen to link public disclosure claims.to a community's,s't'andaras of

detency: only if the disclosure functions "to outrage the community's notion

/
of depency"19 would the.disclosure,qualify es adtortious invasion of privacy.

Thus-what emerges as the basis for-an act,onable privacy claim is an inexplic-'

able connection between the unauthorized Iliselosure and "the right of the
.

s
community to be spared unpleasant and seamy stories"; as Karafiob lam nts, the

'judiciary seems to be comparatively indifferent to the "right of the iiftiividual

to exclude soc`ety from his private life;"20

The objective of thls paper is threefold: to review the development of

the mass communication tort of privacy, including in examination orthe news-
A *

worthinesspfense; to asess the relationship e t weep grivacy and community

'mores; and to propose a four-part test for privacy claims againft the press, a

"standard of liability intended s a substitute for the "community's notion of
.4%

dedency'rtest.



The Mass communication Tort of Privacy

According to the recognized authority on tort law, the recently promulz,

'gated Restatement ($econd)*of Torts, the mass communication tok of privacy

Tequires that publicity be given to an individual's private life and that the

disclosed private Acts art Both "highly offensive to a reasonable person" and
.

,of no "legitimate concern to the public."21 ,tivariably, a tortious public

dis/closure involves maSs communicatton because "publicfty0 means disseminationX
. tp the publric at large, nOt merely publication to a third party.,

If dissemination of information to the public at large typigally involves

mass. Communication, ft also typically involifes journal i-sts, a species of:

comiunicator whose ConstitUtional freedoms the'courts are esOeci lly r'eluctant
e.

to restrict. It is of no small consequenCe to the privacy plai tiff that the

conflict between ttie right of privacy and freedom of the press.manife4s itself

as a lopsided battle'between the Constitution and the common lawl while

journalists and their press can turn to the First Amendment for the protection

they.seek, an individual seeking damages from a prying press can find little in

the 6ill of RigOts So support alright of privacy. Pi-ivacy claims against an

overbearing and too poWerful government may invoke the Constit ion, as the

Supreme Court finally reCognized in 1965 in Griswold v. Connecticut, but tilie

Court has yet to acknowledge that privacy claims agains,t the press may requ.ire

a re-ev'aluation of the meaning of freedom of expression. On the contrary, it

is clear that the Court is not inclined to estaesh-a broad privacy right
1

. intended to4protect certain areas of individual autonomy, identity, and

intimacy from any intrusion by'society at large"; whatever Constitutional

legitimacy privacy may,have, the judiciary is not disposed in favor of

Emerson's proposal, which is to establish appropriate guidelines in an effort

to "define the right of privacy and award that right full protection against
.

claims based on freedom of the press."23

.o
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Fully 6onsistent4with the Supreme Court's. lack of initiative in the

privacy area,24 the lower Courts generally view the privacy tort as Constitu-

.

tiodally inf4rm. Typically, the courts'evade the conflict between the right of,

Orivacy and freedom of the press by alludipg tó'a broad Constitutional privi-

lege te.publish the day's new5,-e p;:ivilege "not merely limit0 to the dissemi-,

k

nation.of news either in the sense of current event's or commentary upon public
.

.

,affairs"; as the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals recently advised, the privtlege
,

"extends to informX ation concerning interesting Phases of human activity and.
).,

embraces all issues about which information is needed or appropriate so that,

individuals may cope'with tIle exigencies of their period."25

\\
.

: g Defense of Newsworthiness'
, o

In their dealings with true 6ut embarrassing fact'k journalists enjoy two

common law priyileges: the right to publish any,information about an individual

if the individual has given his or her consent, either implied or-expressed;

and the rig4t to publish any information about an individual if the information
, .

is legitimately newsworthy. Ordinarily, the consent defense is of little

controversy -- in part because it involves an agreement 'between the press and

the individual about whom the press( is Writing, and part because it seldom

'raises questions of any Constitutional significjje. The ne.sworthiness.

defense, however, it as controversial as it isif4dequately define ; not only

is there little consensus on what "news" or "newsworthy" means,26 but efforts

to delineate the scope.of,the privilege inevitably compromise the First

Amendment'guarantee of af?'ree press.

ln its countless efforts to-reconcile an individual's privacy needs with

society's needs for an informed citizenry, the judiciary,has neither advanced

nor adopted a unified theory of,news;-as a matter of jurisprudence, the concept

of newsworthiness "has no generally accepted meaning."27 Moreover, in light of

the Supreme Court's recent admonition that defining news or newsworthiness.is

'7
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not a task best' left to the "conscience of judges,"28 it seems reasonably

prudent to conclude that the,common law of privacy will not scion evolve to the

-point where the defense of newsworthiness is as meaningful to plaintiffs as it

is to the press. .

In Practice, the press has become the sole arbiter of its own defense:

apparenfly "there is force to the simple contention that whatever is'in the

news media is by definition newsWorthy."29 In other words, since newsworthiness

tends.tortedefined descriptively, not.cIormatively, judgy and juries must

contend with a strictly empirical and h pelessly tautological view of the

newsmaking process: news is whatever jdurnalists say it is.30 In short, since

the newsworthiness defense essentially means that the dissemination.of news

does not constitute an actionablefinvasion of privaCy,31 and since the press is

in the business'of disseminpting
news, the dissemination of "private fa:cts" as

news is not an actionable invasion of privacy. While there exists a handful of

cases where the eourts have upheld.privacy claims against the press,32 it is

significant that since Time Inc. v. Hill in 1967,33 when the.,Supreme Court

applied to privacy the COnsti utional fault 'standard used to.protect the press

in libel litigation, there has een no reported case "in which a plaintiff has

succeeded in finally recovering damages for truthful disclosure by the

press."34 It may be no exaggeration to conclude, as Kalven did nearly two

decades ago, that the privilege of newsworthiness is so "overpowering as ,

virtually to swallow the tort.°5

If the newsworthiness defense is not entirely an unquallfied privilege, it

1is due only to the judiciary's willingness to consider the public disclosure of

embarrassing facts as an indecency, a standard of liability commonly used
1:13-,

the cdurts in their efforts to wade through the pornography quagmire.

News, Decency, and Privacy

In one of the earliest an still one of the most influential of the
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privacy cases, Sidis v. F-R-Publishing Corp., the Second Circuit Court of

Appeais held that the "prying of the press" de ves protection if the press

confines itself tothe 1,'unembroidered disseminatien of f'acts."36 Under the

guise of "newswortAVess," the Court was willing to protect the publication of

a New Yorker article about a young man, William James'Sidis, who charged that

the magazine exposed him to "unwanted and undesired publicity" and, arguably,

subjected him to "public scorn, ridicule,jand contempt":37 only when the public

revelations are "so intimate,and so unwarranted in the view of the victim's

position.to outrage the community's nOtion of decency,"38-the Court of Appeals'

ruled, would privacy claims outweigh the public's interest in-information.

If the Sidis Court offers wily a/cursory recognition of the connection

between community mores and the newsworthiness defense, as Woito and McNulty

suggest in their recent study of the disclosure tort, the decision of the Ninth

Circuit Court of Appeals in Virgil v. Timz, Inc.39 "represents a significant

advance"; for in _Virgil the Court articulates "a functional test based on

community mores to determine the scope of the newsworthiness privilege."40

Specifically, the Virgil Court argues that when juries assess the meaning of

newsworthiness,

account must be taken ofthe customs and conventions of the com-

munity; and in the last analysis what is proper becomes a matter of

community mores. The line is to be drawn when the publicity ceases to

be the giving of information to which the public is entitled, and

becomes a morbid and sensational prying into privAe lives for its

own sake, with which a reasonable member of the public, with decent

standards, would say that he had no concern.41

Thus, the functional test put forth in.Virgil, a test vindicated by Woito

and McNulty as "the proper focus 'of the privacy-free press debate,"42*recog-

nizes the Constitutional importance of.the newsworthiness privilege but at the

same time ack:nowledges that there must be reasonable limits to such a
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privilege, at least insofar as the jUdici.aryAis committed to the preservation

of the privacy\ ort. Accordingly, the Virgil Court rejects the proposition
m

that the n worthiness defense extends to all true statements; what the

judiciary must avoid, the Court argued, is a privacy right Nased not on rights-

bestowed by law but pn the taste and discretiori ofthe press."43 To sustain
..

the newsworthiness rivilege without having to resort to a press-imposed
1.-

t

definition of the p'rivi!lege, the Virgil Court proposes a test based 'on'an

assessment of the function Of the disclosure: recovery for the privacy plain-

tiff wou d depend on demonstrating that a characteristically morbid and

sensational disclosure functions to offend the reader of ordfnary

sensibilities.

For Mike Virgil, howev,er, the functional test worked in favor of the

press. A body surfer whose "strange behavior"44 became the subject of a Sports

Illustrated article, Virgil was unable to convince a district court in

California that the article was offensive "to the degree of of morbidity or

MIsensationalism"45 necessary for an actionable privacy claim. It is significant

that the district court was unwilling to accept a motion for summary judgment

before the Court of Appeal's decision in Virgil but was willing-to grant the,cks

motion after the decision. It may well be, as Barron and Dienes po'ints out,

that the functional .test "fails to give the privacy tort sufficfent maneuver";

More imbOrtantly,, there may be good reason to challenge the very Wisdom of the

functiomal tet on the grounds 'that it "does somersaults with usual journal-

istiC standards of. newsworthiness or public interest 'in saying that, because

disclosure of certain matters is outrageous, it is therefore neither a matter

of public interest nor newswortte 46

Commudity Mores and the Right of Privacy

The decency standard introdUced in Sidis and refined in Viegil47 mabe a

1')
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principled one, as Woifo and McNulty contend, and it may have even "broken new

substantive ground in the'privacy area,"48 but as a matter of jurisprudence it

.2, rests on the wrong principle; and as a standard of liability, the new ground it

breaks will not provide a sustentative harvest for the privacy claimant. If

there is indeed a relationship between community mores and the right of

privacy, it arises from a community's commitment to the importance of each

-individual's autonomy and dignity; it is not based on a community's desire tb

shield itself from objectionable expression. Theeplatter -- privacy as an
A

aspect of decency'-- is a convoluted view of privacy, a conceptualization

wholly at oddg with the fact thatwhen a person's privacy is violated the

"injury.is petuliar to the individual, rather than shared with others."49.

Privacy is.to be valued by the community, and in this sense.it,is legitimately

a community more. But to say that privacy is a community more is not tdkdeny.

wpat is at the center of alrrivacy claims: an individual's accessibility to

others in the community, namely thedextent to which an individual is known to

others and the extent to which au individual is the subject of others' aiten-
.

on.
50n

While it is true that the importance of privacy is predicated on community

values/II does not follow that ttie judiciary should employ a community decency'\

standard to determine when an individual's privacy has been violapd. It is

incumbent upon the courts to establish their own criteria for 'determining when

an individual's privacy has been violated; if morbidity or sensationalism is a

relevant criterion, then the courts.are obliged to demonstrate the connection

,between, one rierson's privacy and another person's sensibilifies.

Privacy and Pornography ,

' It is difficult to understand Woito and McNulty's claim that the Virgil

decision "stands as a long overdue concession. to the plaintiff in the

disclosure tort action"81 because the decency standard advocated in Virgq



fails to establish any relationship between an individual's privacy rights and

the community's need to be protected from exposure.to offensive and shOcking--

private facts. If anything, Virgil appears to be a concession to a community's,

desire to rid itse3f of morbid,sensationalism for its own sake; obstacles to

recovery underthe mass 'communication tort are as onerous'with Virgil's

functional test as' they are without it. Simply put, the Virgifstandard doeS

more to protect the copmunity's interest in decency, than the coinmunity's

interest in privacy. Virgil may protect the commmnity in the name of privacy,

but to invoke privacy is,not to protect it or even strengthen its standing as a-

civil right.

The problem with Virgil is that it confuses two very different aspects of

priyacy:' the right to maintain some control over the public disclosure of

embarrassYng faCts and the night to maintain some control over the piall tc's

exposure to offensive expression. Having blurred tt4 distinction between

"disclosure" and "exposure," the'Virgil Court4posits an inexplic,able link

between a community's decency and an individuaVs embarrassment. In what must

surely be a tortured lesson in logic, Virgil recognizes privacy as a

conditional right, where the requisite\condition ii altogether irrelevant to an

individual's loss of privacy: the disclosure Of embarrassing facts are an

invasion of ana individual's privacy only4when .their exposure in public is

offensive.

Woito and McNulty are certainly correct when they point out that Virgil's

"functionallkest" is based onla "community decency 'Standard anal/ bgous'to that-

applied by the courts in obscenity cases,"52 and it.is true that the courts

have/Utilized a privacy rationale in many of these decisions.53 But what Woito-

and McNulty fail to appreciate is that when the courts rely on privacy as a

justification for restricting.offensive expression, their reference to privacy

is in the context of the intrusicin tort, not the public disclosure tort. In a
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variety of cases, the Supreme Court has focused its attention on "intrusion by

expression,"1 violation of privacy involving, typical,ly, an objectionable

expression and an audience held "captive" by'that expression.54 A recent

example is FCC v. Pacifica'Foundation,55'where
the Supreme'Court upheld the

authority of the Federal Communications ComMission to regulate -- though not

ban - indecent broadcasts; to a large extent, the Court's decision relied on

the privacy rights of the listener, i riight "not to hear" offensive programming

at certain times_of the day.56 Clearly, Pacifica has nothing to say about the

public disclosure of embarrassing facts.

ilot only is the privacy discirssion in Pacifica unrelated to Mik privacy

issue in Virgil, but on several occasions the Supreme-Court has-ruled that to

regulate or otherwise restrict Offensive but Constitutional ly 'protected

expression, it mutt be demonstrkted that it is virtually,impassible for the

offended members of the community to "effectively avoid further bombardment of

their sensibilities simply by averting Aheir gyeS.47 It follows, then,.that

the decency standard used in Sidis or Virgil not only confuseS two very

different aspects of privacy but defies the, very doctrine in which;it is

presumably grounded: in neither.Sidis nor Virgil is any effort made to (1)

establish that readers of "ordinary sensibilities" comprise a "taptive

audience," or (2) establiSh that thedisclosure was offensie to the degree
,

that it deserves no Cltitutional protection. Decidedly, without'argding that

readers arerheld captive by the disclosure or that the disclosure itself quali-

fies as'an obscenity, .Virgil's "functional test"-4ppears,to be at odds with the

istory of the Supreme Court's struggle to define and confine pornography.

Rrivacy, Ognity, and Democracy

Virgil's failure to properly distinguish between various types of privac.Y

is but one of many unfortunate illustrations of wh'at Gavisom describes as the

"confusions that will i,nevitably arise if.care is-not taken to'follow an

13: ."
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orderly conceptual scheme."58 To the extent that the Virgil. Court and others

'have relied on Prosser's four torts as a basis for understanding the sense and

scbpe of privacy, it is unsurprising that, as Emerson recently observed, the

"theoretical foundations of the right of privacy are relatively unformed."59
.

Conceptually, Prosser's, effort to. compartmentalize privacy does not include a

compelling argument for the recognition of four distinct priVacy rights; and

practice, the apOlicatipn of Prosser's typology does not result in the kind of

discernable'pattern from which a coherent thedry or theories of privacy might

emerge. In the final an'alysis, Prosser's ireatment of privacy fails to aid

judges-becausetit fails to treat privacy as a value worthy of its own status.

As a distinct value, privacy i not a question of decency in the commu-

nity, as Virgil would have us believe, but a matter of human dignity; it is,

precisely, a commitment to.the need to maintain an indjvidual's individuality.

In his thoughtful and articulate proposal for a general theory of individual

privacy, Edward Bloustein identifies the gbal of privacy as the riddance of

human fungibility:

The man who is compelled to live every minute of his life with

others and whose every need, thought, desire, fancy or gratification

is subject to public scrutiny, has been deprived of his individuality

, and human dignity. Such an individual merges with the mass. His

opinions, being public, tend never to be different; his.aspirations,

being known:tend always to be conventionally accepted ones; .his

feelings, being openly exhibited, tend to Tose their quality of

unique personal warmth and to become the feelings of every man. Such

a being, although sentient, is fungible; he is not an individua1.60

From Bloustein's perspective, an invasion of privacy is an affront to dignity;

it "threatens our liberty as individuals to do as we will, just as an assault,

a battery or imprisonment of our person does.41

'To violate an individual's privacy not.6nly Nopardizes an individual's
1,1
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dignity but, more broadly, undermines the existence of a deniocratic society.

Following Gavison, for whom privacy is, in part, an aspect of political
,

,

\freedom, what is dittinctive about individuals is what is distinctive about

pluralistic, tolerant societies. Since privacy fosters moral autonomy, which is

essential iOndividuals are expected to form judgments and express

preferences privacy is a necessary coridition for self-government. Moreover,

priva6r functions to insulate political Liiscussions and associations and thus

serves to enhance each indjvidual's opportunity to negotiate positions and

policies. Finally) a respect for privacy may insure-greater participation 'in

pwklic life, especially if public officials are not deprived'entirely of their

private lives. 62

In sum,,privacy it an essential value in terms of both the role it plays

' in preserving the autonomy of the individual and the role it plays in the

maintenance of a democratic society.

Privacy and the Press: Toward an Accommodation

To advocate,a right of privacy is not to belittle such countervailing

interests as a free and unintimidated.press. But as important as freedom of

eXpression is to individuals and the community in which they live, it would

indeed be 'a dire conclusion to suggest that the First Amendment precludes any

attempt to control an intrusive press. Of course, to effectively protect .a.n

individual from an invasion of privacy by the 'press would require prior

restraint; it is, in fact, the "only remedy that would not expand the injury

originally caused by the invasion of privacy."63 Prior restraint, however, must

,be disfavored because it "is so easy tb apply and so destructive in its impact

upon freedom of the press."64

Although victims of lurid journalism should have the right to recover

damages, the goal of privacy law must be to prevent its further abuse. To this

1



end, it is important to enhance and strengthen the law of priva-cy if only

because "a commitment to privacy as a legal value may help to raise Awareness

of its importance and thus deter reckless invasions."65. Or 'as Bloustein puts

it, an invasion of privacy,is an injury "to our individuality, to our dignity_

as individuals, and the legal remedy represents a social vindication of the

human spirit thus treaened rather than a recompense for the loss suffered."66

Thus to "control" an, intrusive press represents an interest in accountability

4*
rather than an interest in the suppression of expression.

The difficulty in assessing a loss of privacy remains one of the major

obstacles to the further development of privacy law. Since an individual's

Pit dignitj iS more incorporeal than tangible, and since "the law's vocabulary of'
,

1
'mind.is e 'eedingly limited,"67 establishing the importance of privacy may not

be nearly s challenging as establishing the criteria for a prima facie case.

It is.a sad commentary on the state of privacy law that the compensable injurY

is usually "emotional distress"; as a rule, privacy itself is "not viewed as

something of t;alue that can be injured or destroyed."68
. .

To establish the grounds for an actionable privacy claim against the

press, it is important to distinguish' between the plaintiff's responsibilities

and the responsibtlities of the defendant. If the plaintiff accepts

responsibility for demonstrating that the disclosed facts were both private and

tortious, then the defendant has the burden of responsibility for showing that

the private facts were 1egitimateJJLewsworthy and that the identification of

the plaintiff was an essential aspect of the news story. Thus what emerges as a

reasonably comprehensive effort to protect both parties in privacy litigation

is a four-part test, where a successful claim against the press requires not

only a successftil showing by the plaintiff but a failure of die defendant to

meet the criteria of the newsworthiness privilege.

16
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The Plaintiff's Burden

The plaintiff's burden of responsibility involves showing that the

disclosed facts are truly private. A useful criterion for determining Ne

privacy of facts is what Emerson calls "the element of intimacy"; a private

fact is one "related' to the intimate details of a person's life: those

activities, ideas or emotions which one does not share with others or shares

only with those who are.closest."69'Having demonstrated the privacy of the

disclosed facts, the plaintiff would then need to establish that their pUblica-

tion was suffidently embarrassing to result in -- or-bring about -- a loss of

digqity.

Establishing the privacy of a fact is a straightforward empirical

question; the court can rely heavily on testimony from friends and members of

the plaintiff's family. Tbe plaintiff's lifestyle or position in the community

. might be relevant .considerations. Obviously, what constitutes a "private fact"

is a deterMinat,Ión based on an understanding of what eichl3erson regards as his

or her "zone of privacy."

If the privacy of facts will not prove to be a difficult determination,

establishing the harm caused by their publication involves an intricate

assessment of thq plaintiff's sense.orself. Rrobably through expert testimony,

the court,needs, to be convinced that the plaintiff not only resents the

disclosure in the sense that the disclosure was embarrassing but,that the

degree of embarrassment was such that the plaintiff's freedom to function

autonomously has been impaired. Specifically, it needs to be established that

the plaintiff is keenly aware of an undesired and unauthorized public awareness

of the plaintiff's private life; and as a consequence of the plaintiff's

perceptions of this public awareness, the plaintiff isinhibited in ways

detrimental to his or her wellbeing.

Admittedly, establishing a loss of dignity is a difficult and complicated

task, although probably no more difficult or complicated than any of the other



"states of mind" with which the judiciary must regularly contend. And it is

certainly no more or less appropriate for the courts to assess loss of dignity

as it is to assess mental anguish.

The Defendant's Burden ,

The newsworthiness privilege properly protects the press when the press

serves to inform and enlighten its readers. But the courts are not calpelled to

'accept all press content as privileged. Indeed, rather than assuming that all

editorial content is, ipsb facto, news and therefore subject to the newsworthi-

ness defense, the press should be called on to akmonstrate that its disclosure

of Private facts was truly in the public interest, not merely, of public

interest. That is, rather-than having the plaintiff negate-the newsworthiness

of the disclosure, which is iiresently the common law tradition,7° the press

should be expected to explain why its disclosure is.approoriately."in the

public interest" and thus privileged.

If the discloSed private facts deserve protection under the newswOrihiness

privilege, it does not necessarily follow that the publication of the plain-
. .

tiff's identity also warrants protection. Here the courts need to determihe

the relative importance of the plaintiff's name or identiey:tO the

intelligibility or meaningfulness of the private facts. To borrow Bezanson's

distinction between the impact value and the communicative value of the

disclosure,71 it would be appropriate for the courts to decide whether the

identification of the plaintiff "deepens and enhantes understanding and

perspective" (its communicative value) or whether it "narrow's the reader's

perspective" by distracting the reader feom the substantive fUnctions of the

news story (its impact value).

Thus the courts should be expected to rule on the newsworthiness privilege

as it might be applied to both the pubic disclosure of em arrassing facts and

the public disclosure of the plaintiff'S identity.. An affirmative finding on
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the former should have no bearing on the courts' determination of the latter.
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